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Localize TV content to address 
viewer preferences

AMC Networks deploys Amagi’s STORM Lite IRDs to selectively replace 
content on its Latin America satellite feed to suit viewer preferences in Brazil
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About AMC Networks
Dedicated to producing quality programming and 
movie content for more than 30 years, AMC Networks 
Inc. (NASDAQ: AMCX) owns and operates several of 
the most popular and award-winning brands in cable 
television. AMC, IFC, SundanceTV, WE tv, and IFC 
Films produce and deliver distinctive, compelling and 

culturally relevant content that engages audiences 
across multiple platforms. The company also operates 
BBC America through a joint venture with BBC 
Worldwide. In addition, the company operates AMC 
Networks International, its global division.
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Business requirements

Technical requirements

AMC Networks International broadcasts one of its 
channels, SundanceTV, through a common satellite 
feed covering the entire Latin America region. Brazil, 
being one of the key markets in the region, had a distinct 
viewership preference in terms of both language and 
content type. 

In order to further enhance its viewership base in Brazil, 
AMC Networks was looking for solutions to customize 
content on SundanceTV in Brazil. The broadcast 
workflow had three geographically distributed stages 
and entities.

Traditional approaches would mean investing on an 
entirely new satellite feed to Brazil. Since AMC Networks 
was considering replacing only some of its long form 
content in a day, RoI from creating a new satellite feed 

didn’t commensurate with the investments. Hence, 
the channel chose Amagi’s localization solution and 
thereby avoid a new satellite feed.

Entity Role Location Activity

AMC Networks  
International

Programming and 
scheduling New York Content sourcing and 

scheduling

Telefonica Playout partner Spain Content ingest and 
uplink

Sky Brazil DTH operator Brazil Distribution in Brazil

• Replace TV content on existing Latin America feed 
only in Brazil, covering nearly five million subscribers 
of a leading DTH operator, Sky Brazil

• No new satellite/fibre feed to be procured to reach 
viewers in Brazil

• Seamless integration of workflow between 
Telefonica Spain uplink facility and AMC Networks’ 
New York operations center for remote insertion of 
local content and playlist schedules

• Splice Portuguese subtitles for the local audience 
whenever local content is played

• Provide a web-based management and collaboration 
platform that allows multi-regional teams to operate 
the channel regionalization platform
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Amagi solution
Amagi implemented a content regionalization solution that integrated with AMC’s existing workflow in a seamless 
manner. The overall Amagi solution comprised of:

• An innovative Amagi watermarking technology that 
is used as a trigger to enable content splicing

• A simple Amazon AWS cloud-based storage and 
user interface (UI) 

• Deployment of Amagi’s path-breaking enhanced 
satellite receivers STORM Lite IRDs at Sky Brazil. 
These IRDs are capable of receiving the common 
channel feed, recognizing watermarked triggers, 
receiving local content through the Internet and 
inserting it.
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Watermarking: Amagi’s patented and proprietary content trigger technology

Amagi’s watermarks are invisible and inaudible 
signatures inserted on video content. To suit AMC 
Networks’ needs, Amagi inserted a unique watermark 
on a set of channel bumpers. The channel sent the 
watermarked bumpers to Telefonica in Spain along 
with other content to be broadcasted. 

These watermarks act as a trigger for local content 
insertion. The channel’s operations center in New York 
determined the satellite playlist which was arranged 
such that the watermarked bumpers were placed 
immediately before the content that had to be locally 
replaced.

The watermarked promos are aired by Telefonica in the 
AMC Networks’ satellite feed to Latin America as per 
the satellite playlist. Based on the watermarks detected, 
STORM Lite IRD at Sky Brazil detected the network feed 
content and replaces it with local content as per the 
local playlist. 

In other countries in the Latin America region, the 
channel is played out as per the network feed aired by 
Telefonica. Amagi also provided monitoring support for 
local content insertion and playout.

Amazon AWS cloud-based workflow

AMC Networks’ scheduling team in New York creates 
the local playlist for local insertion using Amagi Cloud 
UI and publishes it. At Telefonica Spain, Amagi setup an 
automated workflow for transcoding and uploaded the 
local content that needs to be played on SundanceTV in 
Brazil. Status of this process is monitored using Amagi 
Cloud UI.

STORM Lite IRDs placed in Sky Brazil receives the local 
content, local playlist and the watermarked bumper 
signatures. This IRD, upon recognizing the bumper, 
refers to the local playlist and splices the local content 
accordingly.
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STORM Lite IRD is an enhanced satellite receiver that 
can insert content locally in addition to descrambling 
and decoding the channel. It has an in-built memory for 
storing local content, local playlists and signatures.

STORM Lite IRD, by default, descrambles and decodes 
the channel content and plays it out. Based on the 
playlist, it waits to recognize watermarks that are 
expected to be aired. When the watermarks are 
detected, the STORM Lite IRD triggers local content 
insertions as per the playlist. 

Thus, viewers in Brazil see the local content instead 
of the programs played on the satellite feed. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The platform also supports splicing of subtitles aligned to the content inserted locally. In this case, whenever local 
content was played in Brazil feed, corresponding Portuguese language subtitles were spliced. Thus, Amagi provided 
a seamless playout experience for the viewer in Brazil.

Managing content insertions

Amagi provided a comprehensive remote monitoring 
system to track and manage local content insertions 
in Brazil. A STORM Lite IRD Ethernet was set up as 

monitoring device at the Sky Brazil to enable the 
management through a simple, easy-to-use satellite 
localization cloud User Interface (UI).

The UI allows tracking of the entire flow of local content 
through a cloud-based network. This enabled the 
teams at AMC Networks in New York, Telefonica Spain, 
and Amagi in Bangalore to confirm if the assets have 
reached the Sky Brazil headend 

Local asset transfer management

The playlist and local content insertion schedule were 
also tracked through the UI

Playlist management

STORM Lite IRD, Amagi’s enhanced satellite receivers
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Using STORM Lite IRD, AMC Networks created an improved and targeted viewership experience in Brazil without 
setting up a new satellite feed to address viewer preferences. Amagi’s flexible workflow ensured that the existing 
arrangement of content uplink and broadcast with playout partner Telefonica was undisturbed while AMC Networks 
had full visibility and control on local content insertion.

“Regional viewer preferences are driving many TV networks worldwide to create custom feeds. On many occasions, 
the returns on setting up a new regional channel feed is not just blurred, but elusive too. Amagi has created a win-win 
proposition for both viewers and TV networks by using cloud infrastructure and its revolutionary watermark-based 
remote content insertion technology. Combined with STORM Lite IRD, our overall solution has saved AMC Networks 
thousands of dollars by avoiding capital intensive satellite broadcast infrastructure for channel regionalization.” 
– Srividhya Srinivasan, co-founder, Amagi.

Outcome
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